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Summary of reports submitted to Services Sub Committee 29th April 2021                                                                       MC  AGENDA ITEM 5.2   

Item Report Title Staff Comments Committee Comment 

1 Arrears Performance 
Monitoring 

Discussed less rent collected in February due to it being 
a short month and that the 28th fell on a weekend.  
Arrears cases are down this year however they have 
increased in value.   

 

2 Arrears Over £1,000 17 cases have increased in the last quarter with 18 
reducing.  Only a small number of tenants appear to 
not be engaging which is positive.  

 

3 Former GHA Arrears Small decrease in arrears in Q4. These debts are 
historical and YHA has recovered its costs in terms of 
this debt.  

 

4 Rechargeable Arrears Recharges have increased in the last quarter, despite 
write offs and payments towards existing recharges.  
Staff will continue to chase these arrears but many 
tenants have existing rent arrears and payments need 
to be balanced between each debt.  

Members asked why some of these charges 
are so high.  L MacIver explained the larger 
recharges are usually for clear outs after a 
tenant has passed away and there is no 
family to clear the property.   
 

5 Bedroom Tax Report All tenants impacted by the bedroom tax are in receipt 
of DHP covering the shortfall. 

 

6 Ethnic Monitoring Report For information.  

7 Voids and Allocations Void loss has decreased from just over 40 days to just 
over 30 days. This is significantly higher than normal, 
however voids have been understandably affected by 
COVID. The suspension of voids during the initial stages 
of the pandemic led to voids sitting empty. With the 
safe restart of lettings the performance is improving. 

Members asked about the number of 
refusals on a particular void property which 
is unusual for our area, L MacIver explained 
that there were various reasons for refusal 
from the property being too dark to the 
applicant not being ready to move.  
Members asked if GCC were satisfied with 
the number of referrals we had accepted, M 
Krupa confirmed that we had met the target 
we agreed with them.  
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8 Estate Management The figures were noted, L MacIver explained that 
inspections of backcourts restarted at the end of 
March after being suspended due to the COVID 
pandemic and the Q1 report would reflect this.  

Members discussed the issues with 
cleansing involving missed collections, bins 
being left out in the street and not being put 
back within the binstores.  Staff confirmed 
that we were in regular contact with the 
Cleansing Staff at the local depot.   

9 Satisfaction Survey Responses 
2020 – 21 

L MacIver discussed the report on the Satisfaction 
Survey responses.  

Members discussed the responses and 
noted a comment regarding Drafts and 
Heating, Members suggested that the 
Association could look into providing an 
Energy Advice Service.   
M Krupa confirmed that she would look into 
the possibility of this but DMAC also refer on 
to G-Heat when working with tenants.   

9 Money Advice Figures Performance figures for both Drumchapel Money 
advice and the Welfare Rights Officer  

Members discussed that both services are 
well used and figures for them both are 
impressive.  Members agreed that these 
services were invaluable to tenants.    

 


